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A long time ago, there was once a certain girl who was always fighting against Darkness. She was able to do as she pleased until the day that she suddenly vanished, never to be heard from again… … To help her on her quest, she summoned forth two Zexal – Zexal, the First and Zexal, the Second – to become her powerful allies! The ZEXAL,
The First and ZEXAL, The Second are now available in this game! Note: The appearance of certain content may differ from that of the domestic market. Features Yu-Gi-Oh! ZEXAL Dark Mist Saga ・The first game in the series with all three main characters and over 50 stages! (17 stages per character) ・The first dueling game in the series to

include on board moves, such as cards like Dark Hole, Psychic Summon, Pendulum Summon and more! ・New "Toy Card" feature can collect cards from your games and use them in the Toy Area to combine your favorite cards! ・New "Zexal Effect" feature gives you great effects that you can use in duels, such as Zen-Oh Effect, ZEXAL effect and
more! ・New "Mode" feature lets you create your own Custom Deck from a collection of cards in the Toy Area! ・With "Easy Mode", battles play out at a suitable pace, so even if you’re a beginner, you’ll be able to enjoy your favorite game with ease! ・New achievements have been added for multiple players. You can now complete your "side

quests" while playing with multiple players! Download the latest information! For more information, please check out the official website : Please note that Yugioh-m.com does not have access to any content of the product listed on this page other than information already available on the Official Website. #YUGIOH #DARKMIST #OCEAN
#CARD GAME #TRADERS @ Konami Media Entertainment, Inc. @Konami Digital Entertainment Play 2 pre-constructed decks, Dark Mist Deck and Evilswarm Deck. Includes additional duels in Yu-Gi-Oh! ZEXAL Campaign and Challenge Mode. About This Content Play 2 pre-constructed decks, Dark Mist Deck and Evilswarm Deck. Includes

additional duels in Yu

Features Key:
Explore the woods and the abandoned factory.

Discover large detailed maps.
Track down lost data.

Fight wild animals.

Vantage: Primitive Survival Game Review:

Vantage: Primitive Survival Game offers a variety of views and game mechanics in a Forest, Factory and Hothouse zones. After logging in, you can chose to explore the woods or the abandoned factory. 

Vantage: Primitive Survival Game Screenshots:
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